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WASTED FOOD: WE
HAVE THE ANSWER

Legacy: The
Felix Project’s
founder Justin
Byam Shaw
with manager
Anne Elkins.
He named the
charity after
Felix, inset, the
son he lost

❙ Today the Standard
launches a campaign to
collect food dumped by
stores and suppliers —
and give it to the hungry

FOOD for LONDON
Evening Standard Campaign

❙ Leading the way is The
Felix Project charity,
set up in memory of
a young boy whose life
was tragically cut short

CHARITY ON A MISSION PAGES 4 & 5 INTERVIEW WITH FELIX’S PARENTS PAGES 6 & 7 EDITORIAL PAGE 16
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Plucky charity
on a mission to
deliver unsold
food to those
most in need

| News
Special delivery:
Anne Elkins,
manager at
The Felix Project.
Left, one of the
charity’s vans
arrives at London
homeless charity
St Mungo’s. Far
left, our story
yesterday

Pictures:
Matt Writtle
and Alex Lentati

FOOD FOR
LONDON
What is the aim?

To redistribute surplus fresh food to
tackle food poverty.

What are we doing?

We are backing the scale-up of our
flagship charity, The Felix Project,
which collects surplus produce from
food suppliers and delivers it at no
cost to a range of charities that
provide meals or snacks for
those in need, including
the homeless, the
elderly and those with
mental health issues.

What is The
Felix Project?

Founded by Evening
Standard chairman
Justin Byam Shaw
and his wife Jane in
memory of their son
Felix, this start-up
operates two vans
from a depot in Park
Royal, west London. It
has two full-time
employees and 21
volunteers, collects
food from 12 suppliers —
including Waitrose,
Sainsbury’s, Booker,
Makro, Daylesford and
Costco — and delivers to
23 charities.

Supermarkets are increasingly conscious of the food
they waste — but they need help to redistribute it. That’s
where The Felix Project comes in, reports David Cohen

W

E WASTE 10 million
tonnes of fresh produce
as a nation every year
— enough to fill 10
Wembley Stadiums to
the brim — yet an estimated 400,000
Londoners suffer severe food poverty.
How do we reconcile the contradiction
of colossal food excess co-existing with
such scarcity?
The maths tells what a missed opportunity this is. If UK supermarkets, for
example, were to double the food they
donate to charity to 16,000 tonnes —
still a tiny proportion of the perfectly
good food they throw away — that
would provide 732,000 meals countrywide every week for a year and go some
way to ameliorating food poverty in
the capital.
Yesterday we exposed for the first
time how the top 10 supermarkets rank
when it comes to donating their unsold
fresh food to charities helping the poor,
with 3 per cent donated and the rest
dumped to make animal feed or sent
to anaerobic digestion plants to be
turned into energy or fertiliser.
Supermarkets and food suppliers are
increasingly aware of how obscene their
waste is and many say they are keen to
do the right thing. But they also say that
logistics are tight and they need help.
Sainsbury’s has told us: “Our aim is to
redistribute as close to 100 per cent of
our edible food surplus as possible, but
we cannot do it on our own. We need
more charities to partner with us and
importantly we need them to be able
to pick up from the back of our stores
reliably and regularly.” All supermarkets face this dilemma.
We think we can help. Today we
launch Food for London, a new Evening
Standard campaign that seeks to harness the capital’s food surplus to tackle
food poverty, transforming an environmental problem into a social solution.
The concept is breathtakingly simple.
For supermarkets to get surplus food
still within its use-by or best-before date
from the back of their stores to local
charities that feed the needy requires
will and planning — but above all it
requires a dependable middle man.
Earlier this year, a gutsy start-up charity, The Felix Project, was founded to
fulfil that brief. It was set up by Evening
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The scale-up

The Felix Project plans
to roll out its operation
across the capital. Funds
raised will be used to buy
more vans, open new
depots, employ staff and
recruit volunteers.

FOOD for LONDON
Evening Standard Campaign

Match-funding pledge

The Felix Byam Shaw
Foundation has committed to
match-fund all money raised by
our campaign for The Felix
Project with up to £750,000.
Have your say:
standard.co.uk/foodwaste

standard.co.uk
Standard chairman Justin Byam Shaw
and his wife Jane in memory of their
teenage son Felix, whose life was
tragically cut short in 2014. They hired
a depot in Park Royal, employed a
project manager, installed a walk-in
chiller and bought two delivery vans.
On the side of each van, they wrote:
“Good food for good causes”.
The Felix Project does what it says on
the van. It picks up unsold fresh produce for free from supermarkets and
food suppliers and delivers at no cost
to a burgeoning network of charities
that prepare meals for the most destitute and socially isolated Londoners.
It is a lean and plucky operation. With
only two full-time employees, assisted
by 21 volunteers, it already supplies 23
charities bringing food to more than
500 struggling Londoners each week.
It’s a moveable feast, though not as
Hemingway might have imagined it,
and with a heft that can be calibrated
in tonnes. Yet Felix’s real cargo is the
happiness it bring to London’s neediest.
The sit-down meals these charities prepare from the Felix delivery are about
more than food — they offer commu-

nity, conviviality and conversation to
people who have fallen on hard times.
The Evening Standard is going to help
Felix expand its network into a London-wide operation.
Sarah Sands, editor of the Evening
Standard, said: “It’s an incredibly ambitious and exciting challenge in the
tradition of this paper’s pioneering
campaigning journalism for social
change. We will help Felix get more
funding, more vans, more employees,
more volunteers and crucially unearth
more suppliers to redistribute food to
deliver to yet more charities, thereby
reaching more hungry Londoners.”

T

O GET the ball rolling, we have
put together a £100,000 package backed by £50,000 from
the Evening Standard Dispossessed Fund and matched by
£50,000 from the Felix Byam Shaw
Foundation. With this, Felix will be able
to expand its fleet or open a second
depot, whichever is most effective in
getting more food from more supermarkets to more charities. In the coming days we hope to announce further

funding. The Felix Byam Shaw Foundation has pledged to match all the funds
we raise during the campaign for The
Felix Project with up to £750,000.
Of course, there are other charities
operating in this “middle man” space
— such as FareShare, Community Shop,
FoodCycle and City Harvest — and over
the coming weeks we will highlight
some of their work.
FareShare is by far the largest. Last
year it redistributed 9,070 tonnes of
food to 2,489 charities, more than doubling the 4,200 tonnes it achieved three
years ago. However FareShare charges
charities to deliver food, whereas Felix
will be a free drop-off service.
Also, FareShare’s bounty came either
from food manufacturers or the regional
depots that supermarkets use to supply
their retail stores — hardly any of it came
from the back of the stores themselves.
A report by the government-backed
food waste charity Wrap said the vast
majority of retail redistribution potential is thought to be at store level — which
is where Felix has positioned itself.
FareShare chief executive Lindsay
Boswell backed the Standard’s cam-

paign. “We’ve barely scraped the surface on this,” he said. “Food waste is too
big to be dealt with by one organisation.
I welcome the intervention of Felix.
“The attitude of some top supermarkets is hugely improved to what it was
18 months ago, but there is a long way
to go. The Standard can bring real
energy to this and make sure nobody
gets off the hook. The timing of this
campaign could not be better.”
In the coming weeks, we will expand
our coverage to other groups using
ingenious methods to tackle food waste
and food poverty.
We will look at how the authorities
could act and we will address food
waste in the home, which is where
seven million of the total 10 million
tonnes is wasted. And we will continue
to pressurise food outlets to be more
transparent, to publish their waste
data, and most importantly to incorporate surplus food donation to charities into their core business plan rather
than treating it as an afterthought.
The hungry can be fed. It is time for
the food super-powers to step up to the
plate.
@cohenstandard
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‘We want to fulfil some of the amazing

| News

things Felix would have done in his life’
Tribute: Jane
Byam Shaw
describes her
son Felix as
“extraordinarily
compassionate”.
Far left, keen
cricketer Felix
with a trophy,
with his elder
brother Dan
and with his
mother

FOOD for LONDON
Evening Standard Campaign

The Felix Project was
born out of the tragic
death of a child. Jane and
Justin Byam Shaw speak
to David Cohen about
the loss of their 14-year-old
son and how they are
creating a legacy for him

Picture:
Daniel Hambury

tion: “For every £1 donation, we deliver
£20 of fruit, vegetables, bread and
dairy food.”
Justin explained: “The idea of using
surplus food, which would otherwise
end up in anaerobic digestion or landfill, to tackle food poverty is such an
obvious solution to two problems. Felix
cared about the latter and would have
quickly come to see the absurdity of
the former. I thought, even if London
costs reduced that 20:1 ratio, I had
rarely come across such a high social
impact for so little cost.”
He arranged to visit, was impressed,
and asked the co-founders, Robin
Aitken and David Cairns, to help him
set up a similar charity in London,
which they called The Felix Project.

T

HIS year, with help from
donations by family and
friends, Jane and Justin have
funded The Felix Project to
buy two vans, hire a fulltime manager and deputy and open
its first depot in Park Royal, west London. Before they even opened the
doors, they had enquiries from charities asking for fresh produce. Within
weeks, they had signed up a burgeoning network of volunteers, local food
suppliers — including Waitrose, Booker
and Makro — and more than a dozen
charities.
The following month Jane and Justin
chose to spend Felix’s birthday delivering fresh food in a Felix van to the west
London charity St Laurence’s Larder.
“It felt comforting amid our grief to
reach out to others in need and we
joined them for a hot lunch,” said Jane.
“Many of them were homeless.
It was actually great to see people
sitting communally, eating and talking,
and to witness how the food not
only brings physical but social nourishment for those who are marginalised
by society.”
“Grief ambushes you when you are
not expecting it,” reflected Justin. “It
could be hearing a piece of Felix’s
favourite music in a shop or seeing a
boy in the distance who walks in a

I

T WAS shaping up to be the perfect summer for the Byam Shaws.
Their talented son Felix had just
captained the Oxfordshire County
Cricket under-14 team, snapped
up five wickets and, to his utter elation,
been selected to go on tour to Dubai
with his school the following Easter.
Friends had gathered for a garden
party in their Oxford home and marvelled at how the 6ft lad had shot up
during his year at boarding school.
There was a family trip to see Felix’s
godparents in Dorset. A short trip with
a friend’s family beckoned on Ile de Ré,
an exquisite island off the coast of
France, before he was to join his parents and extended family for their
annual holiday in Vermont.
“The night before Felix flew out to
France, we watched comedy shows
together,” recalled his mother Jane. “I
was stroking his head, his father Justin
was stroking his feet, it was a perfect
family scene. The next morning he
went off happy and healthy.”
That was the last time Jane and Justin
saw their son alive. Three days later,
after a morning cycle ride to a nearby
village, he suddenly started shivering
and vomiting. By the early hours of
the next day, July 19, 2014 — the day he
was due home — Felix was dead. He
was 14 years old.
Jane, 55, looked out of the window
and across the expanse of lawn at the
family’s home in north Oxford, where
she had welcomed me moments earlier. “Our garden was always full of
boisterous teenagers,” she said tenderly. “It is very quiet now.”
“Felix died of a rare virulent strain of
meningococcal disease called MenW
ST-11,” she explained. “He was up to
date with all his vaccinations but was
only protected against the C-strain of
meningitis.” The introduction of a
new vaccine covering MenW was
announced less than nine months later,
following a steep rise in fatalities
among healthy teenagers and young
adults. Schoolchildren are now offered
the Men ACWY vaccine — but this
change in public health policy came
too late to save Felix.
Jane gestured to the files and photo-
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graph albums on the table. A confident
young man with a cheeky, cherubic
grin peered out from the pages, often
accompanied by the older brother he
adored, 22-year-old Oxford graduate
Dan. There was a school report from
Eton in which his Latin teacher had
written: “There is surely not a better
natured lad in the entire place — always
smiling.” A folder bursting with scores
of carefully preserved and cherished
letters from his friends recalled a
“kind, natural leader” who “put effort
into helping others that was unmatched
by anyone our age”.
The pain, said Jane, was — and
remains — overwhelming. “People ask,
‘How do you adjust?’ I don’t think you

do. Getting up in the mornings is hard.
Weekends are dreadful. It feels like an
awful churning in the pit of your stomach that robs you of your peace of
mind. We had a lot of bereavement
counselling but there isn’t a prescription. I have been lucky in that I developed a fantastic network of women
who have lost children. They understand that you can’t be the same person
you were, that you don’t take pleasure
in the same things, that things will
never be the same again.”
It was months before Justin, 56, chairman of the London Evening Standard
and The Independent, returned to his
desk in Kensington High Street. Jane,
director of Professional Boards Forum,

a business aiming to get more women
appointed to FTSE boards, said bluntly:
“I have stood aside for now. I just
haven’t managed to keep it up.”

I

NTO this void came the idea of
starting the Felix Byam Shaw
Foundation, to carry out charitable works in Felix’s name. “The
only thing that has helped us is
thinking about Felix and what he stood
for,” said Jane.
“He was an extraordinarily compassionate boy. He was only 14 when
he died but already he hated the
idea of poverty and deprivation, of
people or animals going hungry, and
he would feed the ducks when he was

little and never leave until every duck
had a crumb.
“The only career he talked about,
other than footballer or cricketer, was
to work in conservation. The senselessness of waste and damage to the
environment was already on his radar.
We felt Felix would have done amazing
things in his life — and we wanted to
rise to the challenge of living out some
of those things in a way he wasn’t able
to do.”
A few months later Justin came across
the Oxford Food Bank, a charity that
redistributes fresh surplus food from
supermarket stores to local charities
tackling food poverty. On its website
it made a claim that caught his atten-

THE FELIX
PROJECT NEEDS
YOUR HELP
The Felix Project is looking for more:

Food Suppliers

including supermarkets, wholesalers
and other food outlets to donate
surplus produce.

Charities

which provide meals/snacks for those
in need and could benefit from a free,
regular supply of fresh food.

Volunteers

to drive Felix vans, help with deliveries
and collections, or in the warehouse.
■ Email Daisy@TheFelixProject.org
indicating in the subject line if you wish
to be considered as a food supplier,
charity or volunteer.
similar way to Felix. I can be in a meeting and think of Felix 10 times in an
hour. He’s never out of my thoughts.
Our loss has given us this bitter distinction so we are determined to use it for
some good, perhaps to make some
sense of something which is otherwise
senseless.”
Now, with the backing of the Evening
Standard’s Food for London campaign
— launched today to tackle the twin
issues of food waste and food poverty
— The Felix Project is set to grow exponentially across the capital.
“We love the thought of dozens of
Felix vans buzzing around London,”
said Jane. Her eyes were red and raw
as they had been throughout our interview, but they were fairly smiling now.
She looked out of the window.
A silence filled the room. Presently
she turned towards me and with
immense grace, she said: “I suppose
there is something inside us that wants
to make Felix as proud of us as we were
of him.”
@cohenstandard

